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1. Introduction
Designing a customer-favored product is critical to a company’s success in a competitive market.
Companies are particularly interested in what factors influence customer (one who purchases or receives
a product or indentd to do so) purchase behaviors and their relative importance. In the past decades,
customer preference modeling has been a primary research method to answer these questions in both
marketing science (Pescher and Spann, 2014; Stankevich, 2017) and the engineering design community.
For example, customer preference modeling can provide designers with insights into identifying
customer-preferred product features and how customers make tradeoffs among multiple attributes
(Pescher and Spann, 2014; Sha et al., 2017). Furthermore, research shows that a customer's decisionmaking process typically involves two stages during which the customer first forms a consideration set
and second makes the final choice using different criteria (Shocker et al., 1991). The interest in customer
preference modeling has primarily focused on two aspects: 1) to understand how product attributes
influence customers' decision making. For example, attempts have been made to model the impact of
product design attributes on customer considerations and choices using customer-product network
modeling (Bi et al., 2021; Cui et al., 2020; Sha et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015). 2) To understand the
role of social influence in customers’ decision-making (Argo, 2020), for example, using the data on
customer-preferred product attributes before and after peer effects (Narayan et al., 2011) and
demographic data from customers’ social neighbors (Aral and Walker, 2010; Campbell and Lee, 1991).
However, one major gap in current literature is that the impact of social influence and product attributes
on customer purchase decisions are investigated separately. This is attributed to the limitations of data
in two aspects. First, customers’ social network data and the attribute data of their considered and
purchased products are not collected simultaneously. Therefore, synthetic social network data has to be
created when studying the social influence on customers’ choices (Wang et al., 2016). Second, many
datasets came from private sectors. Since those data often embed customer preferences, it is of high

commercial value to enterprises, thereby cannot be shared publicly. Consequently, such limitations have
affected the reproducibility and repeatability of many existing models (Anon, 2013).
To overcome these limitations, researchers must settle for the second-best to explore obtainable data
sources, such as online product reviews, social media, and public customer survey data. Regarding the
online review data, the reviews are typically generated by customers who have purchased the products
(Lee and Bradlow, 2011), accessible via online stores’ websites. Social media data are referred to the
online content that customers or experts post on social network platforms such as Twitter or YouTube
(Tuarob and Tucker, 2015). However, both types of data have minimal customer demographics, so
customer reviews can not be associated with, yet, essential to customer preference modeling. Public
customer survey data often includes a few products selected from a large pool of available products and
can only support modeling studies with constrained information (Bao et al., 2020; Barnard et al., 2016).
This study aims to develop a systematic approach that combines information retrieval and survey design
in support of data collection for customer preference modeling that can address the limitations above.
Specifically, we have made the following contributions: 1) we created a tool that can extract critical
product features from customer reviews, integrating web scraping, text mining, and rule-based semisupervised learning. 2) We developed a web-based survey platform that supports interactive information
retrieving and virtual online shopping. 3) In the survey design, data quality assurance mechanisms, such
as customer memory tests and attention check questions, were created and added. 4) The survey supports
collecting customers’ social network data and their preferences in a unified framework. 5) We designed
the survey to support the data collection of both customers’ considerations and choices. Thus, the data
collected can be used in multi-stage choice modeling to study customers’ consideration-then-choice
behaviors. Our approach is demonstrated in the customer preference modeling of vacuum cleaners. To
benefit a broader community, both the product and customer survey datasets will be made publicly
available for researchers interested in customer preference modeling.

2. The Framework of the Proposed Approach
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the proposed information retrieval and survey design approach for twostage customer preference modeling. It consists of four major modules and two outputs. Next, we
provide the description of each module, and the details for the vacuum cleaner preference survey case
study are presented in Section 3.

2.1. Module 1: Product Database Establishment
The main goal in Module 1 is to create a product database with basic product information, such as
product model names and product attributes. This database acts as an input that is linked directly to the
subsequent survey design modules. We first design a well-formatted SQL database. Then, a web
scraping tool is used to collect product information, e.g., product image and attributes, etc., and customer
review data from major electronic retailers and department stores, e.g., Amazon, BestBuy, and Walmart.
Next, utilizing text mining technology (e.g., a two-fold rules-based model (TF-RBM (Rana and Cheah,
2017)), we extract all the product attributes from scrapped customer reviews and allocate quantitative
importance scores to each identified attribute based on its frequency of occurrence within the scraped
reviews (Rai, 2012). The final list of critical attributes is determined by the rank of their importance
scores and expert input. Finally, all of the collected data is organized and saved in the SQL database.

2.2. Module 2: Purchase Memory Test
When taking a survey, the amount of detailed product information (e.g., the model name) a participant
could memorize depends on how long the product was purchased. This leads to the idea of creating
Module 2 to account for the memory bias across different participants. Therefore, to ensure the data
quality, a purchase memory survey test, e.g., whether the customers who purchased a vacuum cleaner
in the past one month, three months, or six months can remember their choices, is designed prior to the
formal survey study. Once the memory test result is obtained, we use the test result to determine the
type of survey, revealed or stated. In the revealed study, only the participants who actually purchased
the product will be eligible to take the survey, and the data will be used for model revealed preference.

Whereas in the stated study, the participants are required to complete the survey based on a virtual
online shopping experience.
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2.3. Module 3: Purchase Behaviour Test and Customer Information Collection
Module 3 focuses on the questionnaire design of the customer preference survey. We divide our
questionnaire into three major parts to ensure that the collected data can support both the social influence
and the consideration-then-choice behavior analyses. Part One is to collect participants’ historical
consideration and choice data, including the type of product they considered, the exact model they
eventually purchased, and the top-rated attributes (features) that influenced their choice-making. In Part
Two, we design questions to collect participants’ social network data. This includes both of their general
social networks (GSN) as well as the product-specific social networks (PSN) (Campbell and Lee, 1991).
The GSN is a natural social relation network that captures the people with whom respondents
communicate about important issues in their daily lives, such as their spouse, parents and close friends.
The PSN refers to the people with whom respondents have discussed product purchases, such as their
coworkers who have endorsed their purchase, and they may or may not be from respondents’ GSN. A
persons’ PSN has the potential influence on their choice behaviors. Part Three focuses on gathering
participants’ personal information and user preferences. This includes their demographics, the general
preferences for household appliances, and product usage context. We use a variety of strategies to
guarantee data quality (Bernard, 2013). These strategies are: 1) developing a product searching system
to reduce participants’ manual workload, thus improving the information retrieval accuracy; 2) setting
attention check questions; 3) conducting both internal and external pilot studies; 4) implementing phasein data collection and adjustment; and 5) incorporating experts’ inputs and feedback from multiple
disciplines including engineering design, social science, and psychological science.

2.4. Module 4: Survey Data Collection
Module 4 is associated with two tasks: 1) designing a well-formatted and structured database that is
advantageous for later data utilization, and 2) launching the survey on a crowdsourcing platform. The
reputation of the crowdsourcing platform is essential because it directly influences the quality of the
participants we can recruit. A platform with quality assurance mechanisms such as an AI-drive fraud
detection system is always beneficial for us to collect high-quality data. Some popular platforms include
MTurk, Prolific, and Cint. Once the data is collected, it is automatically saved in the SQL database.

3. Case Study: Household Vacuum Cleaner
In this study, we choose household vacuum cleaner as our case for several reasons: 1) it is a common
household appliance with heterogeneous categories (e.g., upright, canister, robotic, etc.) and multiple

competitors (e.g., Dyson, Shark, etc.) in the market; 2) it has a large market size with customers who
have heterogeneous preferences on vacuum cleaners based on their demographics and usage context,
and 3) its design attributes (features) play an important role in influencing customers’ choices (Harmer
et al., 2019), so the study on customer preference modeling shed light on design for market systems.

3.1. Vacuum Cleaner Data Collection and Attribute Extraction
We scraped vacuum cleaner information and built the product database using the web crawling
technique (Beautiful soup and selenium in Python). The household vacuum cleaners had been scrapped
from the mainstream online shopping platforms in the US market (Amazon, Wayfair, Best Buy, Home
Depot, and Walmart). Meanwhile, by scrapping the structured website, we collected the product
information (product title, customer rating, SKU (stock-keeping unit)), features (list price, product
dimension, weight, manufacture, brand, color, capacity, etc.), product description, and customer
reviews. This study focused on five primary categories of vacuum cleaners - upright, canister, stick,
handheld, and robotic vacuum cleaners. Data cleaning was performed to merge data from different
sources, remove duplicated models and noises, and perform text mining to identify missing feature
values. In the end, 1170 products with 26 features were collected in our final dataset.
In addition, we extracted product features from online customer reviews to determine the most important
(most frequently mentioned) features to be included in the survey questions. We scrapped 60,000
reviews from Amazon (200 reviews for each product) and used a rule-based semi-supervised learning
model for extracting features and sentiment/opinion associated with those features. For example, some
feature-opinion pairs extracted from the reviews include “strong suction,” “heavy weight”, “annoying
cord,” and “loud noise.” After obtaining candidate features from the opinion mining, unrelated features
were pruned, and the rest features were ranked based on their frequencies in customer reviews. In the
end, we identified 22 important product features based on the opinion mining results, including attributes
such as price, product type, floor surface recommendation, suitable for pet hair, suction power, noise,
power source, bag or bagless, cord or cordless, battery charge time, HEPA filter, warranty, brand, color,
weight, dimensions, power, capacity, navigation system, voice control, remote controls (robotic vacuum
cleaner specific attributes) and overall customer ratings.

3.2. Customer Purchase Memory Test
A pilot study was conducted to assess customers’ abilities to remember their vacuum cleaner purchase
decision-making over the past one month, three months, six months, twelve months, and 24 months to
determine the appropriate threshold in soliciting participants. We firstly built a survey web for the test.
The survey design logic and web interface examples are shown in Figure 2. To reduce participants’
workload, a simulated online shopping system with features such as a user-interactive search bar and
product preview was developed. As shown in Figure 2, we collected 30 samples for each period
separately. Then, using those 30 samples, we calculated the proportion of participants who can recall
the specific models they considered and purchased. Normally, if the ratio is greater than 50%, we
consider customers’ memory within that time period to be reliable.
Table 1. The sample size of the purchase memory test

In the past In the past In the past In the past In the past
one month three months
six months 12 months 24 months
# people who have purchased 32
34*
32
35
8
a vacuum cleaner
*: This number has excluded the number of people who have purchased a vacuum cleaner in the past one month.
A similar explanation applies to the other three periods (in the past six months/12 months/24months).

The survey was conducted on the Cint platform from December 18 to December 21, 2020. Table 1
summarizes the actual collected sample size for the test. Because there were far fewer samples, the 24month scenario was neglected in the proportion calculation. According to Figure 3, approximately 62%
of customers who purchased a vacuum cleaner in the past three months can remember their purchases
and considerations, satisfying the 50% threshold. However, if we only focus on the customers who

purchased vacuum cleaners within the past three months, we may not be able to collect enough samples
for our following-up formal survey. Thus, we made a tradeoff by extending the period to the past six
months because it has a high ratio of recall for purchase (75%); meanwhile, the ratio of recall for both
purchase and consideration (43.75%) is still acceptable. So, in the formal study, only the customers who
purchased the vacuum cleaner in the past six months were eligible to participate in the survey.

Survey questionnaire and web platform design for customer purchase memory test

The ratio of participants who can recall the purchased or considered vacuum cleaners

3.3. Vacuum Cleaner Customer Survey Questionnaire Design
The customer purchase behavior test, as introduced in Section 2.3, consisted of three major parts. Part
One employed the same simulated online shopping system to alleviate respondents’ workload.
Furthermore, participants can rank the product features that influence their decision-making by dragging
them from a list to the corresponding text boxes. The list contained all of the attributes identified by the
feature selection algorithm introduced in Section 3.1. In Part Two, participants were asked to provide
at least one and up to five individuals’ information in their general social networks (GSN) as well as all
the ones with whom they had discussed the vacuum cleaner purchase . These individuals’ demographic
information and their contact frequencies with the respondents were also recorded. Part Three collected
respondents’ personal information and attributes, such as their own stated product preference.
To ensure the data quality, aside from the strategies mentioned in Section 2.3, other strategies employed
include 1) setting filtering questions, e.g., did you purchase a vacuum cleaner in the past six months, so
that only satisfied respondents can participate in this survey; 2) organizing questions by placing
important questions first and less important questions last; 3) making questions mandatory to avoid
missing data, i.e., participants could proceed the next stage of survey only after answering all the
required questions. Lastly, similar to the purchase memory test, an associated survey website of the
purchase behavior test was designed.

3.4. Survey Data Collection
We employed the Cint platform to launch our survey due to its established reputation. Additionally, we
developed an SQL database on pgAdmin with a fine-tuned columns sequence to ensure that all the
respondents’ answers could be structurally saved. Note that this database had been configured to

communicate effectively with the survey website. To acquire more results, the survey was distributed
to different groups, such as those who had recently purchased a vacuum cleaner or those who are
interested in home decoration and home appliances. The survey was conducted over a two-month period,
from April 25 to June 25, 2021, and a total of 1011 responses were received, with a completion rate of
15.35%. Meanwhile, to mirror the real market, a quota sampling technique (Sudman, 1966) was used to
match the age distribution of the US census.

4. Data Utility and Quality
In this section, after cleaning and processing the raw data, we assessed the utility and quality of our data
by performing a descriptive analysis on customers’ two-stage decision-making processes and social
network influence. We also constructed the unidimensional co-consideration and choice networks using
our survey data for visualization, which shows the potential of our survey data in supporting customer
preference modeling and engineering design.

4.1. Descriptive Analysis of Customer-Product Data in Two-Stage DecisionMaking
Survey Respondent Demographics and Usage Context From the demographic data, the average
profile of respondents is male (56.87%), Caucasian (74.88%), 35-54 (29.48%), married (63.11%),
retired (11.51%), with a bachelor’s degree (36.80%), and with an annual household income of $40k $70k (24.53%). The majority of respondents live in their own homes (76.55%), live in a single house
(80.12%), have 6-10 rooms (55.59%), have stairs (65.18%). have multiple types of floors (70.43%),
clean their home every week (62.31%), and have at least one pet (80.51%). Table 2 is a list of major
usage contexts of survey respondents.
Table 2. Summary of key usage contexts of survey respondents

Cleaning
frequency
Every day
Every week
Every month

Frequency
343
630
34

Percentage
(%)
33.93
62.31
3.36

Number
of
pets at home
0
1-3
Over 3

Frequency
197
731
93

Percentage
(%)
19.49
72.31
8.21

Considered and Purchased Vacuum Cleaners We collected information on the vacuum cleaners that
respondents had considered and purchased as part of the study. Respondents reported 1011 vacuum
cleaners purchased and another 1473 vacuum cleaners considered but not purchased. About 73.49% of
respondents saied they considered other vacuum cleaners before making their purchases, while 21.36%
saied they considered another vacuum cleaner, 28.19% saied they considered another two vacuum
cleaners, 19.99% saied they considered more than three (up to six) vacuum cleaners.

Respondents’ considered and purchased vacuum cleaners (a) types distribution and
(b) top 6 brands distribution

The majority of vacuum cleaners that respondents have purchased (the solid green bar) and considered
(the dashed purple bar) are shown in Figure 4 (a). The total length of each bar indicates the popularity
of each type of vacuum cleaner in customers’ consideration, while the green bar reveals the popularity
in customers’ final choices. It’s worth noting that upright vacuum cleaners are the most popular at both
stages of consideration-then choice. Figure 4 (b) records the most popular brands that have been
considered and purchased by respondents. It is noted that Dyson and Bissel are the most popular among
respondents in the consideration, but Shark gains more popularity in the choice stage.
The rank of Importance for Product Attributes in Two-Stage Decision-Making We have collected
respondents’ stated preferences regarding the most important features of vacuum cleaners in their
decision-making process. Respondents were asked to pick and rank 3 - 5 of a vacuum cleaner’s most
important technical features in their consideration stage and choice stage. The importance of the
attributes can be obtained by calculating the weighted sum of customer rankings, as shown in the
following equations:
𝐴 = ∑(𝑤𝑖 × 𝑐𝑖 ), 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

(1)

where 𝐴 is the weighted sum, 𝑤 is the ranking weight, 𝑐 is the count of the rank, and 𝑖 is the rank. We
assign the ranking weight as 5,4,3,2,1 when the feature is rated as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th important.
Figure 5 shows the important ranking of vacuum cleaner attributes based on the weighted sum of
importance.

The rank of technical attributes based on the weighted sum of customers' importance
rankings in their consideration stage and purchase stage.

We can see the overall trends are consistent in consideration and choice stages, indicating price, suction
power, the brand are the more important features in their decision-making process. Besides, there are
some discrepancies between the two stages. For example, in the consideration stage, features such as
product types, cord/cordless, bag or bagless, and floor surface recommendation are more important,
while in the second stage, detailed and technical features such as price, suction power, and customer
ratings are more important.

4.2. Social Network Influence Analysis
In our survey, we asked respondents to name the people (up to 5 people) with whom they most frequently
discuss important matters, as well as whether they had discussed their vacuum cleaner purchases with
those people or anybody else (up to 5 people). In such a way, we investigate the respondents’ general
social network and vacuum cleaner-specific social network.
General Social Network (GSN). The respondents' general social network consists of people with whom
they discuss important things in their daily lives. According to the results, respondents named 2.15

people on average, and the frequencies of naming a certain number of people are presented in Table 3
(the number of people in GSN). Among the people in their GSN, the most frequent relationships are
with spouses (24.72%), friends (23.94%), and parents (12.18%). We also looked at the vacuum cleaners
owned by the people in the respondents’ GSN. It turns out that individuals with the same make and
model as the respondents account for 31.99% of the total. 13.14% have the same make but different
models, and 7.53% have the same type but different makes and models. The data is a preliminary
indicator that GSN has an impact on repsondents' vacuum cleaner purchase.
Vacuum Cleaner-Specific Social Network (VCSN). We further investigate the individuals with whom
the respondents have discussed vacuum cleaner purchases. While the respondents talked about their
vacuum cleaner purchases with an average of 1.77 people in their GSN, they also stated they had
discussed their purchases with an extra 0.42 people on average (the frequencies of the number of people
in VCSN are shown in Table 3, GSN&VCSN, and VCSN only). Among the additional persons outside
of a respondent’s GSN, 19.85% are their friends, 17.49% are their acquaintances, 9.22% are their
spouses, 7.57% are their neighbors, and 2.73% are salespersons. According to the survey, people in
respondents’ vacuum cleaner-specific social network (VCSN) plays a vital role in their consideration
and choice stages. For example, in their consideration stage, 42.55% of respondents say their VCSNs
are very important (the highest among the five Likert scales). In their choice stage, 43.65% of
respondents think their VCSNs are very important.
Table 3. The frequency of different numbers of the people in respondents' GSN and VCSN

# of people in
GSN
GSN&VCSN
VCSN only

0
0.00%
8.11%
73.69%

1
48.66%
48.76%
19.49%

2
19.68%
20.08%
3.07%

3
13.45%
11.67%
1.09%

4
4.15%
3.76%
0.40%

5
14.04%
7.62%
2.27%

The data collected in this survey also includes the demographic information of the people in GSN and
VCSN, the frequency of contact (which determines the strength of their relationship), and their personal
viewpoints. All of the data we collect will be useful in understanding how social network influence
affects customers’ vacuum cleaner consideration and purchase decisions in the future work.

4.3. Co-consideration Network and Choice Network construction
One important usage of the customer survey data is to build the customer-product networks based the
two-stage (consideration-then-choice) customers’ decision-making process. As an illustration, we
construct two simplified unidimensional networks, which only consists of the product nodes, to
demonstrate the co-consideration and choice relationships among products. The undirected coconsideration network in Figure 6 (a) presents vacuum cleaner models as nodes, and the frequencies of
two vacuum cleaners being co-cosndiered by customers as link. The directed choice network in Figure
6 (b) presents the same set of nodes, while the directed links denotes when two products are coconsidered, which product between the two is more likely to be bought by customers.
In the co-consideration network, there are 672 unique vacuum cleaner models, while 63 products are
isolated (which are not co-considered with others). The model “Dyson Upright Vacuum Cleaner, Ball
Multi Floor 2, Yellow” is the most popular vacuum cleaner. It was co-considered with other vacuum
cleaners by 46 times. The nodes’ average weighted degree is 6.45, which indicates that the vacuum
cleaner models in our network are co-considered by 6.45 customers on average. In the choice network,
there are 72 isolated items among the 672 vacuum cleaner models. The average weighted in-degree of
the nodes is 1.79, implying that a vacuum cleaner is initially co-considered with other products before
being picked by 1.79 consumers on average. The most popular purchased vacuum cleaner model is the
same as the most considered vacuum cleaner model - “Dyson Upright Vacuum Cleaner, Ball Multi Floor
2, Yellow” (selected by 37 times). The product competition relationship can be represented by both the
co-consideration network and the choice network, indicating customers’ aggregated preferences. Once
these networks are constructed, more statistical analysis can follow to analyze and predict customer
preferences (Cui et al., 2020; Sha et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015).

(a) Unidimensional co-consideration network and (b) choice network

5. Conclusion
In this study, we presented a systematic approach that combines information retrieval and survey design
in support of data collection for customer preference modeling. This approach supports a systematic
design of customer surveys that collect customers’ social network and preference data in both
consideration and final choice stages. Therefore, the resulting datasets can support the study of a wide
range of customer preference models, such as the social influence modeling and consideration-thenchoice analysis, which can help product designers understand the feature importance and make crtical
design decisions. Another merit of this study is the integration of state-of-the-art information retrieval
techniques and survey design guidelines, including web scraping, text mining, SQL data management,
and data quality assurance (e.g., purchase memory test). We have demonstrated how the approach works
and how the techniques and guidelines are integrated using a case study on household vacuum cleaners.
Our approach can be generally applied in collecting data of engineered products that are physical and
discrete. We also conducted preliminary data analyses to assess the utility and quality of the obtained
data. These data will be made available to the public for broader impact. One limitation of this work lies
in the design of the survey questions related to the customers’ social influence. The current questions
do not adequately ask customers’ opinions on how the people in their social network would influence
their decision-making. In the future, we will refine those survey questions. In addition, we plan to further
demonstrate the utility of the data in customer preference modeling by performing network-based choice
analysis and prediction.
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